
The rationality of the moduli space
of two-pointed ineffective spin hyperelliptic curves

Francesco Zucconi

Abstract. By the geometry of the 3-fold quadric we show that the

coarse moduli space of genus g ineffective spin hyperelliptic curves

with two marked points is a rational variety for every g ≥ 2.

0. Introduction

0.1. The result. We work over C, the complex number field. The purpose
of this paper is to show the following result:

Main Theorem The coarse moduli space S+,hyp
g,2 of genus g hyperelliptic

ineffective spin curves with two marked points is an irreducible rational va-
riety.

0.2. Motivations. It is well known that the coarse moduli space of hyper-
elliptic curves Hg is rational: [14], c.f. [4]. In [5] it is shown that the coarse
moduli space of n-marked hyperelliptic curves is irreducible for every n and
it is rational for every n ≤ 2g + 8. In [3] it is shown that Hg,n is uniruled
for n ≤ 4g + 4.

In [25] we have shown that the coarse moduli space S+,hyp
g,1 of ineffective

spin hyperelliptic curves with one marked point is rational. Hence it is a

natural question to study the rationality of the scheme S+,hyp
g,n for 0 ≤ n ≤

2g + 8.
Our result fits into a vast literature concerning the rationality problem of

special subloci of moduli spaces of curves too; see the book [6]. For example
in [6, Proposition 2.2.1.5], it is studied the function field of the moduli space
of ineffective spin curves [C, θ] where C is a plane curve of degree d. We
also like to recall that ineffective spin hyperelliptic curves are crucial to
construct hyperelliptic K3 surfaces and then families of Godeaux surfaces
as in [9]. They also play a role in Mumford’s solution of the Hyperelliptic
Schottky Problem [18]. Families of hyperelliptic curves with two marked
points play a role also in arithmetic; for example see: [21].

There is also another reason to shed some light on the geometry of some
loci of the moduli space of spin curves. Indeed it seems to exist a structural
relation between spin curves and 3-folds geometry. In [22, Cor. 4.1.1] we
showed that the geometry of trigonal spin curves is ruled by the geometry
of rational curves on the del Pezzo threefold B of degree 5 (and index 2). In
[23, Prop. 3.1.2] we constructed a theta characteristic on the general trigonal
curve from the incidence correspondence of intersecting lines on B. Indeed
we generalised and we extended Mukai’s approach to study genus twelve
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2 Zucconi

prime Fano threefold V22: [18, 16]. Finally we stress that the result of this
paper is directly related to the rationality results of [25] and of [24].

0.3. Spin curves. A smooth spin curve is a pair (C, θ) of a smooth curve
of genus g ≥ 2 and a line bundle θ on C such that θ⊗2 is isomorphic to
the canonical bundle ωC . The coarse moduli space Sg of such pairs has a

compactification Sg, see: [7], which is compatible with the Deligne-Mumford

compactificationMg of the coarse moduli spaceMg of smooth curves of genus
g via stable curves [10]. For its geometry see: [11].

The natural forgetful morphism π : Sg → Mg is a finite map of degree
22g. By [17], [2] we know that Sg is the disjoint union of two irreducible
components S+

g and S−g where S+
g is the moduli space of those [C, θ] such

that h0(C, θ) is an even number and S−g is the one where h0(C, θ) is an odd
number.

Those [C, θ] ∈ S+
g with h0(C, θ) = 0 fill an open subset inside S+

g and the
class θ is said to be an ineffective theta characteristic on C.

The geometry of Sg is a well-established subject of study since the begin-
nings of algebraic geometry. The hyperelliptic case has been considered in
the literature; see for example: [19], [20].

0.4. S+,hyp
g,2 and the quadric 3-fold. In this paper we consider the moduli

space S+,hyp
g,2 ↪→ S+

g,2 given by the classes [C, θ,m, n] where C is a smooth hy-

perelliptic curve of genus g, h0(C, θ) = 0 and m,n ∈ C up to automorphism.
We show below that the geometry of the 3-fold quadric Q ⊂ P4 encodes the

one of S+,hyp
g,2 .

0.4.1. Linear algebra set up. Let V be a 5-dimensional vector space and
let Q ⊂ P4 = P(V ) be a smooth quadric threefold. Consider the couple
(Q, q) where q ⊂ Q is a smooth conic. Let P(W ) < P4 be the projective
plane spanned by q where W < V is the corresponding 3-dimensional vector
sub-space. We consider ΦQ : V → V ∨ the natural isomorphism to the dual
space V ∨ of V induced by anyone among the non-degenerate bilinear form
b : V × V → C associated to Q. Since q is smooth and W is not inside Q, it
holds that :

V = W ⊕⊥b W⊥

where W⊥ := {v ∈ V |∀w ∈W, b(v, w) = 0}.

0.4.2. The hyperelliptic curve. We take a general element [H] ∈ P(V ∨). The
precise constrains on H are stated in Generality Conditions 4.3.1.

Let QH ⊂ Q be the hyperplane section Q ∩ H. We denote by |(1, 0)|,
|(0, 1) the linear systems which induce, respectively, the two natural rulings.

Inside QH we take a general R ∈ |(1, d− 1)|; the precise constrains on R
are stated in Generality Conditions 2.3.2. Definitley R is a rational curve of
degree d with respect to the embedding QH ↪→ H ⊂ P4 given by |(1, 1)|.

Since q is of degree 2 and since the tangent hyperplane section Qt :=
TtQ∩Q to Q at any point t ∈ Q is a cone over a smooth conic, with vertex
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t, it holds that for any t ∈ Q there exist two points a(t), a′(t) ∈ q, not
necessarily distinct, such that the lines 〈t, a(t)〉, 〈t, a′(t)〉 ⊂ Q. In particular
by a general point t ∈ R there pass (at most) two lines l(t), l′(t) which
satisfy the following conditions:

i) l(t), l′(t) ⊂ Q;
ii) ∅ 6= l(t) ∩ q = {a(t)},
iii) ∅ 6= l′(t) ∩ q = {a′(t)}.

By the same reason, given a point a ∈ q there exist (at most) d lines
l1a, ..., l

d
a ⊂ Q passing through a such that l1a ∩R = {t1},..., lda ∩R = {td}.

This picture shows a [2, d] correspondence C ⊂ R × q. The scheme C
comes equipped with a g1

2 given by the morphism C → R induced by the
natural projection R× q → R; the other projection induces a g1

d on C.

0.4.3. The ineffective theta-characteristic. By the geometry of Q we can
also describe explicitely an ineffective theta-characteristic on C. To see it
we introduce the notion of marked line for the rational curve R with respect
to the triple (Q, q,H).

The notion of R-marked line. A R-marked line is a point [t, a] ∈ R × q
such that the line l[t,a] := 〈t, a〉 ⊂ P4 is actually a line inside Q. The line
l[t,a] is called the support of the marked line [t, a]. We can show that the
correspondence C is the scheme of R-marked lines with respect to (Q, q,H).

Now consider a general market line l = l[t,a], then by the projection

from l ⊂ Q ⊂ P4 we find that there exist exactly d − 1 marked lines
[t1, a1], ..., [td−1, ad−1] such that l[ti,ai] ∩ l 6= ∅ and such that l[ti,ai] ∩ l is
distinct from both l ∩ q and l ∩R. In Proposition 2.4.1 we prove that there
exists an ineffective theta characteristic θ(R) on C such that the unique

effective divisor of |θ(R) + [t, a]| is exactly
∑d−1

i=1 [ti, ai].

0.4.4. The two special marked lines. Our construction comes with some con-
strains which gives two special points on C. Let {x, y} = q ∩ QH and let
us consider the two linear series |(1, 0)| and (0, 1)| on QH . Above we have
selected a general element [R] ∈ |(1, d − 1)|. In particular there exists a
unique line m ∈ |(0, 1)| such that m∩ q = {x} and there exists a unique line
n ∈ |(0, 1)| such that n ∩ q = {y}. Obviously there exists a unique point
px(R) ∈ R∩m and there exists a unique point py(R) ∈ R∩n. For a general
R we denote by m(R) := [px(R), x], n(R) := [py(R), y] these two special R-
marked lines. Note that if we vary R the points px(R), py(R) vary as well,
but the respective supporting lines of m(R), n(R) do not vary. These special

points on C(R) originate the class [C(R), θ(R),m(R), n(R)] ∈ S+,hyp
g,2 .

0.5. On the proof of the Main Theorem. The curve C naturally comes

equipped with a forgetful morphism fR : C → HilbQ1 obtained associating
to any marked line the corresponding line of Q. The image M is a singular
curve with two points of multiplicity d − 1; actually a line l ⊂ Q can be
the support of more than one marked line; see Remark 2.3.5. Moreover M
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Figure 1. The surface QH

is contained in the quadric Sq ⊂ HilbQ1 which parameterises the lines of Q
which touch q.

On the other hand a general element [C, θ,m, n] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 comes equipped

with a surface QC,θ,m,n isomorphic to P1 × P1 and a morphism fθ,m,n : C →
SC,θ,m,n ⊂ P3 where SC,θ,m,n is the image of QC,θ,m,n given by its rulings;
see Corollary 1.3.3.

In Proposition 2.5.3 we build an identification between (HilbQ1 , Sq) and
(P3, SC(R),θ(R),m(R),n(R)), where now we have stressed the dependence of
the hyperelliptic curve by the rational curve R. Actually we can read

off the full geometry of a general element [C, θ,m, n] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 via the

above identification. This leads to the Reconstruction Theorem, which
asserts that given [C, θ,m, n] there exists R ⊂ QH as above such that
[C(R), θ(R),m(R), n(R)] = [C, θ,m, n]. Finally we need a detailed but sim-
ple analysis of the automorphism group of (Q, q,H) and of its action on the
linear system |(1, d−1)| of QH ; actually we show that we have to consider a
Z
2Z -action on |(1, d− 1)|. In Corollary 4.2.2 we show that |(1, d− 1)|// Z

2Z is
rational. Finally we show the Injectivity Theorem, see Theorem 4.3.2, which

claims that |(1, d − 1)|// Z
2Z is birational to S+,hyp

d−1,2 and the Main Theorem

follows; see Theorem 4.4.1.

Acknowledgements. The author thanks Hiromichi Takagi for very useful
discussions and Gianluca Gorni since he has done the three pictures which
should strongly help the reader to follow the arguments. This research is
supported by DIMAGeometry PRIDZUCC.

1. Classical and less classical results on hyperelliptic curves

1.1. Ineffective Spin Hyperelliptic curves with a marked point. Let
C be an hyperelliptic curve of genus g and let W (C) be the set of its Weier-
strass points.
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1.1.1. Partitions of W (C). It is easy to see that if we select a g+1 partition

Pθ := {{w1, ..wg+1}, {w′1, .., w′g+1}}
of W (C), that is W (C) = {w1, ..wg+1}

⊔
{w′1, .., w′g+1}, then w1 +w2 + ...+

wg+1 is linearly equivalent to w′1 + ...+ w′g+1. Moreover the divisor

(1.1) θ ∼ w1 + · · ·+ wg+1 − g1
2 ∼ w′1 + · · ·+ w′g+1 − g1

2

gives an ineffective theta characteristic [θ] inside Pic(C), where by g1
2 we will

denote both the linear system |p+p′| giving the 2-to-1 cover φ|p+p′| : C → P1

than a divisor of the linear system. It is well-known that also the viceversa
is true.

Proposition 1.1.1. Ineffective theta characteristics are in one-to-one cor-
respondence to g + 1 partions of W (C).

Proof. See: cf.[1, p. 288, Exercise 32]. �

1.1.2. The case with one marked point. We recall that S+,hyp
g,1 is the coarse

moduli space of 1-marked ineffective spin hyperelliptic curves. We will need
the following:

Lemma 1.1.2. Let [(C, θ,m)] be any element of S+,hyp
g,1. Let Pθ be a g + 1-

partition of W (C) as above. The following assertions hold :

(1) The linear system |θ + g1
2 +m| defines a birational morphism

ϕ|θ+g1
2+m| := ψ : C → P2

from C to a plane curve Mθ,m of degree g + 2.
(2) Let Dm = n1 +n2 + ...+ng be the unique element of |θ+m|. Then there

exists o ∈Mθ,m such that ψ(n1) = ψ(n2) = ... = ψ(ng) = o.

For the assertions (3) and (4), we set A := {m,w1, . . . , wg+1, w
′
1, . . . , w

′
g+1}.

(3) The support of Dm contains no point of A.
(4) The point o as in (2) is different from the ψ-images of points of A.

Besides no two points of A are mapped to the same point by the map
ψ : C → P2.

(5) The curve Mθ,m has a point of multiplicity g supported on o.

(6) There exist two lines Lθ,m, L
′
θ,m ⊂ P2 such that o 6∈ Lθ,m ∪ L

′
θ,m and

Lθ,m ∩M(C) = {ψ(w1), ..., ψ(wd), ψ(m)},

L
′
θ,m ∩M(C) = {ψ(w′1), ..., ψ(w′d), ψ(m)}.

Proof. See: c.f. [25, Lemma 4.2.2]. �

Remark 1.1.3. By Proposition 1.1.1 an ineffective theta characteristic [θ] is
invariant by the action of the hyperelliptic involution. The unique effective
divisor a1(P ) + a2(P ) + ... + ag(P ) ∈ |θ + P | is called the theta polyhedron
associated to the point P ∈ C. It holds that a′1(P ) + a′2(P ) + ... + a′g(P ) ∈
|θ+P ′| is the theta polyhedron associated to P ′ where P+P ′ ∼ ai(P )+a′i(P ),
i = 1, ..., g is the hyperelliptic linear series.
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1.2. Ineffective Spin Hyperelliptic curves with two marked point.
We fix two general points m,n ∈ C. In the rest of the paper we set g = d−1.

1.2.1. Theta characteristics and couples of points. If θ is ineffective then
h0(C,OC(θ + m)) = h0(C,OC(θ + n)) = 1. Moreover there exist 2d − 2
mutually distinct points m1, ...,md−1, n1,..., nd−1 ∈ C such that

d−1∑
i=1

ni ∈ |θ +m|

d−1∑
i=1

mi ∈ |θ + n|.

Notation 1.2.1. We set

1) Lθ+m+n := OC(m+ n+ θ));
2) LW := OC(θ + g1

2),

and we stress that LW is OC(w1 + w2 + ...+ wd).

Lemma 1.2.2. It holds:

(1) Lθ+m+n is base point free and h0(C,Lθ+m+n) = 2;
(2) LW is base point free and h0(C,LW ) = 2;
(3) n1 + ...+ nd−1 +m′ ∈ |w1 + ...+ wd| 3 m1 + ...+md−1 + n′.

Proof. (1). The divisor m+
∑d−1

i=1 mi is linearly equivalent to n+
∑d−1

i=1 ni.
Moreover KC−θ−m−n ∼ θ−m−n. By Riemann- Roch theorem it follows
that h0(C,Lθ) = 2. Since m′ 6= n it is easy to see that the linear system
|θ + n + m| is a g1

d. (2) is well-known and easy to be proved. To show (3)
consider the unique g1

2 on C: |m + m′| and note that w1 + w2 + ... + wd ∼
θ +m+m′ ∼ n1 + ...+ nd−1 +m′ ∼ m1 + ...+md−1 + n′.

�

Since 2θ ∼ KC we have that for η ∈ |KC + p+ p′ +m+ n| it holds that

(1.2) η ∼ θ + p+ p′ + n+

d−1∑
i=1

ni

and

OC(η) = Lθ+m+n ⊗ LW .

1.2.2. The case with two marked points. We recall that S+,hyp
g,2 is the coarse

moduli space of 2-marked ineffective spin hyperelliptic curves. The reader
can easily follow the proof of the following Lemma, by considering the case
where C has genus 2, that is when d = 3.

Lemma 1.2.3. Let [C, θ,m, n] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 be a general element. It holds that:

(1) the map φ|η| : C → Pd+1 is an embedding;

(2) the linear span 〈φ|η|(m1), ...φ|η|(md−1), φ|η|(n1), ...φ|η|(nd−1)〉 is a Pd−1;
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(3) the linear spans Π := 〈φ|η|(m1), ...φ|η|(md−1)〉, Π′ := 〈φ|η|(n1), ...φ|η|(nd−1)〉
are distinct and both of dimension d− 2;

(4) the linear space Θ := Π ∩Π′ is disjoint from φ|η|(C);

(5) the composition f := πΘ ◦ φ|η| : C 99K P3, where πΘ : Pd+1 \ Θ → P3

is the projection from Θ, is a morphism to a curve M ⊂ P3 such that
f(m1) = f(m2) = ... = f(md−1) = am ∈ M , f(n1) = f(n2) = ... =
f(nd−1) = an ∈ M ⊂ P3 and am, an are respectively the support of a
point of multiplicity d− 1;

(6) there exist two disjoint lines L, L′ inside P3 such that L ∩ f(C) =
{f(w1), ..., f(wd)} and L′ ∩ f(C) = {f(w′1), ..., f(w′d)};

Proof. By Riemann-Roch’s theorem it holds that φ|η| : C → Pd+1 is an em-
bedding. It is easy to show that

η −
d−1∑
i=1

ni −
d−1∑
i=1

mi ' θ + p+ p′ + n−
d−1∑
i=1

mi ' p+ p′.

Hence h0(C,OC(η−
∑d−1

i=1 ni−
∑d−1

i=1 mi)) = 2. By Geometric Riemann Roch
theorem this implies that the linear span of φ|η|(m1),..., φ|η|(md−1),φ|η|(n1),...,

φ|η|(nd−1) is a Pd−1 < Pd+1. By Lemma 1.1.2 (1) h0(C,OC(η−
∑d−1

i=1 mi)) =
3. It follows that φ|η|(m1), ..., φ|η|(md−1) generates a d − 2 linear subspace

Π of Pd−1 and by the analogue reason φ|η|(n1), ..., φ|η|(nd−1) generates a

d − 2 linear subspace Π′ < Pd−1. By the Grassmann formula the subspace

W of H0(C,OC(η)) generated by the subspaces H0(C,OC(η −
∑d−1

i=1 mi))

and H0(C,OC(η −
∑d−1

i=1 ni)) has dimension 4. Then dimAnn(W) = d − 2
and dimH0(C,OC(η))∨/Ann(W) = 4. Denote by Θ := P(Ann(W )) and set
U⊥ := H0(C,OC(η))∨/Ann(W ). Then Θ = Π ∩Π′ is of dimension d− 3.

Let us consider the linear projection πΘ : Pd+1 99K P(U⊥) = P3 from the
subspace Θ. We set f : C 99K P3 to be the composition of φ|η| followed by the
projection πΘ. It is easy to show that φ|η|(mi) 6∈ Θ and that φ|η|(ni) 6∈ Θ
and more generally that Θ ∩ φ|η|(C) = ∅ since Lemma 1.2.2 (1) and the

remark that |n+
∑d−1

i=1 ni| = |η − θ − g1
2| is base point free.

This implies that f : C → P3 is a morphism. Moreover since the span of
φ|η|(m1), ..., φ|η|(md−1) is of dimension d−2 and it contains Θ then f(m1) =

f(m2) = ... = f(md−1) = am ∈M ⊂ P3 and by the same argument f(n1) =
f(n2) = ... = f(nd−1) = an ∈ M ⊂ P3. Moreover am 6= an and it clearly
holds that M has degree 2d. Then M is a singular curve with two points of
multiplicity d− 1 and f : C →M is the normalisation morphism since C is
of genus d− 1.

Since η−(w1 + ...+wd) ∼ η−(w′1 + ...+w′d) is the g1
d given by Lθ it follows

that φ|η|(w1), ..., φ|η|(wd) generate a d − 1 linear subspace and analogously

for φ|η|(w
′
1), ..., φ|η|(w

′
d). Since η− (w1 + ...+wd+

∑d−1
i=1 mi) is effective then

the images of the Weierstrass points f(w1),..., f(wd) belong to a line L ⊂ P3

and analogousely f(w′1),..., f(w′d) belong to a line L′ ⊂ P3. More precisely,
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by the fact that

n+

d−1∑
i=1

ni ∈ |η − w1 + ...+ wd| 3 m+

d−1∑
i=1

mi

it holds that φ|η|(w1), ..., φ|η|(wd) span a d − 1-plane inside Pd+1 and that
φ|η|(w1),...,φ|η|(wd), φ|η|(m) span a hyperplane section Πm which contains
φ|η|(m1), ..., φ|η|(md−1) while φ|η|(w1), ..., φ|η|(wd), φ|η|(n) span a hyperplane
section Πn which contains φ|η|(n1), ..., φ|η|(nd−1). Hence the d − 1-plane
spanned by φ|η|(w1),..., φ|η|(wd) contains Θ. The same holds for φ|η|(w

′
1),...,

φ|η|(w
′
d).

We claim that L∩L′ = ∅. By contradiction assume that L∩L′ 6= ∅. Then
there exists a Pd−2 containing Θ such that Pd−2 ⊂ 〈φ|η|(w1), ..., φ|η|(wd)〉
and Pd−2 ⊂ 〈φ|η|(w′1), ..., φ|η|(w

′
d). Then there exists a wi and a w′j , 1 ≤

i, j ≤ d, such that 〈Pd−2, wi, w
′
j〉 is an hyperplane. Since 〈Θ, φη(wi)〉 =

〈φ|η|(w1), ..., φ|η|(wd)〉 and 〈Θ, φη(w′i)〉 = 〈φ|η|(w′1), ..., φ|η|(w
′
d)〉 it follows

that η ∼
∑d

s=1ws +
∑d

s=1w
′
s. Then it easily follows that

∑d
s=1w

′
s ∼

n+
∑d−1

i=1 ni. Since
∑d

s=1w
′
s ∼ θ+ g1

2 and since n+
∑d−1

i=1 ni ∼ n+m+ θ it
follows that n+m is the g1

2: a contradiction. �

1.3. The quadric associated to a general element of S+,hyp
g,2 . We con-

sider the rational map induced by Lθ+m+n and respectively by LW :

φLθ+m+n
: C 99K P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨), φLW : C 99K P(H0(C,LW )∨).

By Lemma 1.2.2 both are morphisms. We denote by

Φ: C → P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨)× P(H0(C,LW )∨)

the product morphism, that is Φ = φLθ+m+n
×φLW . We denote by fθ,m,n : C →

P3 = P(U⊥) the morphism constructed in Lemma 1.2.3 (5) too. We stress
that the Lemma below is crucial for the rationality result.

Lemma 1.3.1. Let [(C, θ,m, n)] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 be a general element. Then the

rational map Φ: C → P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨)×P(H0(C,LW )∨) is a morphism
of degree 1. Moreover there exists an embedding ι : P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨) ×
P(H0(C,LW )∨)→ P3 = P(U⊥) such that fθ,m,n = ι ◦ Φ.

Proof. By the equation (1.2) LW ⊗Lθ+m+n is linearly equivalent to OC(η).
We consider the standard multiplication map:

µ : H0(C,Lθ+m+n)⊗H0(C,LW )→ H0(C,OC(η))

By the Castelnuovo’s free pencil trick it is an injection. Set

U := µ(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)⊗H0(C,LW ))

and note that U is isomorphic to H0(C,LW )⊗H0(C,Lθ+m+n). By Lemma
1.2.3 (3) the projectivization of the annihilator subspace of U is Θ. Hence
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U∨ = U⊥. This implies that for the projection from Θ it holds πΘ : Pd+1 \
Θ→ P3 = P(U∨). By Lemma 1.2.3 the claim follows where

ι : P(H0(C,LW )∨))× P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨))→ P(U∨)

comes from the dual of the isomorphism U ' H0(C,LW )⊗H0(C,Lθ+m+n)
induced by the multiplication map. �

Definition 1.3.2. The surface P(H0(C,Lθ+m+n)∨)×P(H0(C,LW )∨) is de-
noted by QC,θ,m,n. We denote by SC,θ,m,n the quadric ι(QC,θ,m,n) ⊂ P3.

The fact that m and n are general points is important in order the mor-
phism Φ := φ|Lθ+m+n| × φ|LW | : C → QC,θ,m,n to be of degree one. It is
also true by the above discussion that the points n1, ..., nd−1 such that∑d−1

i=1 ni ∈ |θ + m| are all mapped by Φ to the same point ι−1(an) and
similarly m1, ...,md−1 map to the same point ι−1(am). We have shown that
the image Φ(C) ⊂ QC,θ,m,n is a curve of class |(d, d)| with two points of
multiplicity d− 1.

The following Corollary is crucial for our rationality result. Denote by
|(1, 0)| and |(0, 1)| respectively the linear systems given by the two rulings of
QC,m,n. From now on we do not distinguish between ι−1(am), ι−1(an) and
respectively their ι-images in SC,m,n.

Corollary 1.3.3. The image M = Φ(C) is an element of |(d, d)| with
two singular points of multiplicity d − 1, one on am and the other on an.
There exist two elements L,L′ ∈ |(0, 1)| such that for the partition W (C) =
{w1, ..wg+1}

⊔
{w′1, .., w′g+1} it holds that

Φ(w1), ...,Φ(wd) ∈ L, Φ(w′1), ...,Φ(w′d) ∈ L′.

Moreover if TamSC,m,n, TanSC,m,n are the two tangent hyperplanes to SC,m,n
at am and respectively an it holds that TamSC,m,n|QC,m,n = 〈am, fθ,m,n(m)〉∪
〈am, fθ,m,n(n′)〉 and TanQC,m,n|QC,m,n = 〈an, n〉 ∪ 〈an, fθ,m,n(m′)〉, where

〈am, fθ,m,n(m)〉, 〈an, fθ,m,n(n)〉 ∈ |(1, 0)| and 〈am, fθ,m,n(n′)〉, 〈an, fθ,m,n(m′)〉
∈ |(0, 1)|. Finally if jC : P(H0(C,LW )∨) → P(H0(C,LW )∨) is the involu-
tion induced by the hyperelliptic involution JC : C → C then its two fixed
points are given by πW (L) and πW (L′) where πW : QC,m,n → P(H0(C,LW )∨

is the natural projection.

Proof. The first claims follows by Lemma 1.3.1 and by Lemma 1.2.3 (6).
Finally an easy computation shows that 2n1 +2n2 + ...+2nd−1 +n+m′ ∈ |η|
and that 2m1 + 2m2 + ... + 2md−1 + m + n′ ∈ |η| hence the claim follows
trivially by the proof of Lemma 1.3.1. �

2. Hyperelliptic curves and the quadric threefold

We use the geometry of the 3-fold quadricQ to construct spin hyperelliptic
curves with two marked points. First we recall some basic facts on rational
curves on Q.
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2.1. Lines on the quadric threefold. We need to recall the basic of the
geometry on the 3-fold quadric.

2.1.1. The Hilbert scheme of lines of the 3-fold quadric. Let K ⊂ P5 be
the Plücker embedding of the Grassmannian G(2, 4) of the 2-dimensional
sub-vector spaces of a 4-dimensional vector space. It is well-known that K
is a smooth quadric, called the Klein quadric and that the Hilbert scheme
of planes contained inside K is a disconnetted union of two components
A+∪A− each of which is isomorphic to a P3. Let Q be a general hyperplane
section. For any line l ⊂ Q there exists a unique [Π+] ∈ A+ and a unique
[Π− ∈ A−] such that l ⊂ Π+ and l ⊂ Π−. On the other hand since Q is a
general one, for any plane of K, say [Π+] ∈ A+, there exists a unique l ⊂ Q
such that l ⊂ Π+. By the universal property of Hilbert schemes it then
follows the following well-known result:

Lemma 2.1.1. The Hilbert scheme HilbQ1 of lines of the 3-fold quadric Q

is isomorphich to P3. Moreover there exists an isomorphism ι : HilbQ1 → P3

such that Π ∈ |ι∗OP3(1)| iff there exists a line l ⊂ Q such that

Π = Πl := {[r] ∈ HilbQ1 | r = l or r ∩ l 6= ∅}.

By Lemma 2.1.1 HilbQ1 is endowed with a null-correlation ∇ : HilbQ1 = P3 →
P̌3 given by [l] 7→ [Πl] see c.f. [8, Section 3].

Since Q ⊂ P4 there is a natural embedding ζ : HilbQ1 → HilbP4

1 = G(2, 5).
We will use the following result by Hiroshi Tango:

Theorem 2.1.2. We identify G(2, 5) to its Plücker embedding inside P9.

The natural embedding ζ : HilbQ1 = P3 → G(2, 5) ⊂ P9 is given by the 2-
Veronese embedding of P3 inside P9. Moreover the rank-2 vector bundle
corresponding to the null-correlation ∇ is the pull-back of the universal rank-
2 vector bundle on G(2, 5)

Proof. See [26, Section 6]. �

2.2. Conics and hyperplane sections. We maintain notations of the Lin-
ear Algebra set up of the Introduction. Here we only recall that if q ⊂ Q
is a smooth conic inside the smooth quadric threefold Q ⊂ P4 = P(V )
and P(W ) is the projective plane spanned by q then P(Ann(W )) ⊂ P(V ∨)
parameterises the pencil of hyperplanes which contain P(W ).

2.3. Construction of the hyperelliptic curve. Let [H] ∈ P(V ∨). We
assume that:

(1) [H] 6∈ Q̌
(2) [H] 6∈ P(Ann(W ))

Set {x, y} := q∩H. We denote by lx, ly ∈ |(1, 0)| the two lines of the smooth
quadric QH such that x ∈ lx and y ∈ ly. Analogously we denote by mx, ny ∈
|(0, 1)| the two lines of the other ruling such that x ∈ mx and y ∈ ny. Let
R ∈ |(1, d − 1)| be a general element. Hence there exist 2d − 2 mutually
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Figure 2. The conic q

distinct points x1, ..., xd−1, y1, ..., yd−1 such that R ∩ lx = {x1, ..., xd−1} and
R ∩ ly = {y1, ..., yd−1}. We consider C(R) ⊂ R × q ' P1 × P1 the (2, d)-
correspondence given as in the Introduction. We will show that C(R) is
hyperelliptic. This will follow by using a dyadic structure intrinsically given
by the couple (Q, q). Moreover the couple will give also the partition of set
of the Weierstrass points W (C(R)) to construct θ(R).

2.3.1. The dyadic structure. We consider the subspace Ann(W ) ⊂ V ∨ given
by functionals vanishing over W . By construction it holds that the line
P(Ann(W )) intersects the dual quadric Q̌ in two distinct points [Πz], [Πz′ ].
This means that there exists two points z, z′ ∈ Q such that Πz = TzQ,
Πz′ = Tz′Q and Πz ∩P(W )∩Q = q = Πz′ ∩P(W )∩Q. Let ∆H := Πz ∩QH
and ∆′H := Πz′ ∩ QH . Since [H] is general it holds by direct computation
that ∆H and ∆′H are smooth (1, 1) sections of QH .

Definition 2.3.1. We call the curves ∆H ,∆
′
H ⊂ QH the Weierstrass conics

of the triple (Q, q,H).

By generality of R it follows also that ∆H ∩ R = {s1, ..., sd}, ∆′H ∩ R =
{s′1, ..., s′d} are transversal intersections. This forces s1, ..., sd, s

′
1, ..., s

′
d to be

2d mutually distinct points. Moreover let li, l
′
i be respectively the line 〈z, si〉,

〈z′, s′i〉. Set li ∩ q := {αi} and l′i ∩ q := {α′i}. Then li = 〈z, si〉 = 〈si, αi〉
and l′i = 〈z′, s′i〉 = 〈s′i, α′i〉. We have constructed 2d points of HilbQ1 . Set
wi := [si, αi], w

′
i := [s′i, α

′
i] for the corresponding points on C(R) ⊂ R × q,

i = 1, ..., d.

Generality Conditions 2.3.2. We define the open subset |(1, d− 1)|oo ⊂
|(1, d − 1)|o given by those [R] ∈ |(1, d − 1)| which satisfies the following
conditions:
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(a) ∆H ∩ lx ∩R = ∅,∆H ∩ ly ∩R = ∅;
(b) ∆′H ∩ lx ∩R = ∅,∆′H ∩ ly ∩R = ∅;
(c) ∆H ∩R = {s1, ..., sd} is a transversal intersection;
(d) ∆′H ∩R = {s′1, ..., s′d} is a transversal intersection;
(e) R ∩ lx = {x1, ..., xd−1} is a transversal intersection;
(f) R ∩ ly = {y1, ..., yd−1} is a transversal intersection.

Lemma 2.3.3. If R ∈ |(1, d − 1)|oo the correspondence C(R) ⊂ R × q is a
smooth hyperelliptic curve of genus d− 1.

Proof. First we stress that C(R) ∈ |(2, d)| inside P1×P1 = R× q. Moreover
there exists a unique line 〈si, αi〉 ⊂ Q such that wi = [si, αi] ∈ C and the
same for 〈s′i, α′i〉, i = 1, ..., d. Hence by construction the points wi, w

′
i ∈

C(R) are smooth points of C(R) and they are branch points for the 2-to-1

morphism πC(R) : C(R) → R. Now let ν : C̃ → C(R) be the normalization

morphism and π′ : C̃ → R = P1 the induced morphism. By Riemann-Roch
on R× q it holds that the arithmetical genus of C(R) is d− 1. On the other

hand by Riemann-Hurwitz’s theorem it holds that g(C̃) ≥ d − 1. Hence

ν : C̃ → C(R) is an isomorphism and the claim follows. �

2.3.2. The notion of marked line. Consider a general point [t, a] ∈ C(R). By
definition the line 〈t, a〉 is a line of Q. We stress that in general 〈t, a〉 6⊂ QH .

Definition 2.3.4. The point [t, a] is called the marked line from t ∈ R to
a ∈ q. We also call the line l[t,a] = 〈t, a〉 the support of the marked line [t, a].
If no confusion arises we sometimes call l[t,a] ⊂ Q the marked line from t ∈ R
to a ∈ q.

Remark 2.3.5. There are marked lines with the same support. Indeed
denote by lx, ly the element of |(1, 0)| of QH which pass through x and
respectively y. By generality of q, H and R there exist 2d − 2 distinct
points x1, ..., xd−1, y1, ..., yd−1 such that R∩ lx = {x1, ..., xd−1} and R∩ ly =
{y1, ..., yd−1} and for the marked lines [xi, x], [yi, y] it holds that [xi, x] 6=
[xj , x], [yi, y] 6= [yj , y], i, j = 1, ..., d − 1, i 6= j. On the contrary for every
i, j = 1, ..., d− 1 it holds that l[xj ,x] = l[xj ,x] = lx and l[yj ,y] = l[yj ,y] = ly.

Definition 2.3.6. C(R) is called the scheme of the marked lines of (Q, q,H,R).

We can sum up the above results into the following Proposition:

Proposition 2.3.7. Let Q ⊂ P4 be a smooth quadric threefold and let q ⊂ Q
be a smooth conic. If H ⊂ P4 is a general hyperplane with respect to (Q, q)
and R ⊂ Q∩H is a curve satisfying the generality conditions 2.3.2 then the
scheme of the marked lines of (Q, q,H,R) is a smooth hyperelliptic curve
C(R) of genus d− 1.
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2.3.3. The singular model. By construction we can associate to each marked
line a line of Q. Let

fR : C(R)→ HilbQ1
be the corresponding forgetful morphism, that is the morphism R × q ⊃
C(R) 3 [t, a] 7→ [l[t,a]] ∈ HilbQ1 = P3; see: Lemma 2.1.1. We will use the
following:

Proposition 2.3.8. Let M(R) := fR(C(R)). Then M(R) is a curve of
degree 2d with two singular points of multiplicity d− 1.

Proof. In this proof we set f := fR, C := C(R) and M := M(R). By

Lemma 2.1.1 we can and we do identify HilbQ1 to P3. We set L := f∗OP3(1).
Fix a line l ⊂ Q and set Π := Πl. By construction f∗(Π) is the subscheme
of marked lines whose support intersects l. We consider the projection from
l:

(2.1) Q̃

πl

��

ρl

��
Q P2

Since l is general it is easy to see that the πl-images ql, Rl ⊂ P2 of the
ρl-proper transform of respectively q,R ⊂ Q are respectively a conic and a

rational curve of degree d. Let El ⊂ Q̃ be the exceptional divisor, H̃ = ρ∗l (H)

and L ∈ |π∗lOP2(1)|. Clearly L ∈ |H̃ − El|. Then the fibers of πl : Q̃ → P2

are the proper transforms of the lines r ⊂ Q such that r ∩ l 6= ∅.
By Bezout’s theorem and by generality of l with respect to R and q, or

even by explicit computation, it holds that ql intersects Rl in 2d distinct
smooth points. This implies that there are 2d distinct points

[t1, a1], ..., [t2d, a2d] ∈ C

such that l ∩ l[ti,ai] 6= ∅, i = 1, ..., 2d. We have shown that
∑2d

i=1[ti, ai] ≤
f∗(Π). We claim that f∗(Π) =

∑2d
i=1[ti, ai]. To show this we choose a

particular line of Q. Indeed consider the line lx and set Πx := Πlx . First
note that by generality of R ∈ |(1, d−1)| the points of R∩ lx = {x1, ..., xd−1}
are mutually distinct. Moreover let mx, ny ∈ |(0, 1)| be the unique element
of |(0, 1)| such that x ∈ mx and respectively y ∈ ny. Let px(R), py(R) be
respectively the unique point of mx ∩R and ny ∩R. Let ξi ∈ q be the point
such that [xi, ξi] and [xi, x] are the two marked lines which start from xi,
i = 1, ..., d − 1; we point out that by generality condition 2.3.2 (a) it holds
that ξi 6= x. Now note that the line lx ⊂ QH . By the diagram (2.1) applied to

lx it follows that f∗(Πx) := [px(R), x]+[py(R), y]+
∑d−1

i=1 [xi, x]+
∑d−1

i=1 [xi, ξi]

since the strict transform of TxiQ by ρli : Q̃ → Q are smooth surfaces, i =
1, ..., d − 1. Hence by simple degree reasons the claim follows for a general

[l] ∈ HilbQ1 .
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Now we show that M has two singular points. We recall Remark 2.3.5.
The d − 1 marked lines [xi, x] have the same support on the line lx. The
same holds for ly. This means that the image M has two multiple points of
degree d − 1 which have support on the point [lx] and respectively [ly]. By
standard normalization theory and by Lemma 2.3.3 it follows that M is a
curve of degree 2d with two singular points of multiplicity d−1 and no other
singular points. Indeed if we project π[lx] : P3 99K P2 then the composition

π[lx] ◦ f : C → P2 is exactly the morphism given in Lemma 1.1.2 (2). Hence
the claim follows. �

2.4. Marked lines and ineffective theta characteristics. We denote by
[t, a′] ∈ C(R) the image of [t, a] by the hyperelliptic involution JR : C(R)→
C(R). We also denote by g1

d(a) = [t, a] + [t2, a] + ... + [td, a] the divisor
obtained by the marked lines which end on a ∈ q.

We want to study the pull-back f?R(Πl) where l = l[t,a], that is we consider

the marked line [t, a] ∈ C(R), then we move to HilbQ1 via the forgetful

morphism fR : C(R)→ HilbQ1 = P3, and finally we pull-back the hyperplane
section which parameterises the lines of Q which touch l.

By simple check there exists a subdivisor of f∗R(Πl) of the following form:
[t, a′] + [t, a] + [t2, a] + ... + [td, a]. By the proof of Proposition 2.3.8 and

by the null-correlation ∇ : HilbQ1 = P3 → P̌3 we have that there must exist
other marked lines, not necessarily distinct, [z1, a1], ..., [zd−1, ad−1] ∈ C(R)
such that l ∩ l[zi,ai] 6= ∅, and such that:

(2.2) f∗R(Πl) = [z1, a1]+ ...+[zd−1, ad−1]+ [t, a′]+ [t, a]+ [t2, a]+ ...+[td, a].

Proposition 2.4.1. There exists an ineffective theta characteristic [θ(R)] ∈
Pic(C(R)) such that for the general point [t, a] ∈ C(R), it holds that the
unique effective divisor D[t,a] inside |θ(R) + [t, a]| is the following one:

D[t,a] = [z1, a1] + ...+ [zd−1, ad−1].

Proof. We define D[t,a] := [z1, a1]+...+[zd−1, ad−1]; the claim is equivalent to
show that θ ∼ D[t,a]− [t, a] is an ineffective theta characteristic. We consider
the set of Weierstrass points as obtained in Lemma 2.3.3; wi := [si, αi],

w′i := [s′i, α
′
i], i = 1, ..., d. We consider the embedding ζ : HilbQ1 = P3 →

G(2, 5) ⊂ P9. It is easy to show that the images ζ([li]) of the supporting
lines li, of the points [si, αi] = wi ∈ C(R), i = 1, ..., d belong to a conic.
Hence by Proposition 2.1.2 all the [li] belong to a line L of P3. The same
holds for the supporting lines l′i, of [s′i, α

′
i], i = 1, ..., d, and we call L′ the

corresponding line of P3.

By Lemma 1.1.1 θ′ ∼
∑d

i=1[si, αi]−g1
2 is an ineffective theta characteristic.

We claim θ ∼ θ′. Indeed we select li = l[si,αi] and by the proof of Proposition

2.3.8 we have f∗(Πli) = [si, αi] + [t1, αi] + ...+ [td−1, αi] +
∑d

j=1[sj , αj ]; see

also the identity (2.2). In other words f∗(Πli) ∼ π−1
2 (αi) + g1

2 + θ′ where
π2 : C → q is the degree d-morphism induced by the projection R × q → q.
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We turn to equation (2.2). By definition [t, a] + [t2, a] + ...+ [td, a] = π−1
2 (a)

then f∗(Πl) = D[t,a] + [t, a′] + π−1
2 (a) ∼ θ + g1

2 + π−1
2 (a) ∼ f∗(Πli) ∼

π−1
2 (αi) + g1

2 + θ′. Hence the claim follows if we put θ(R) := θ. �

Remark 2.4.2. We have seen in Remark 2.3.5; that is the d−1 marked lines
[xi, x] have the same support on lx and the d−1 marked lines [yi, y] have the
same support on ly, i = 1, ..., d − 1; see also the proof of Proposition 2.3.8.
We point out the reader that the above construction show us four special
marked lines:

1) ny(R) := [py(R), y];
2) n′y(R) := [py(R), y′];
3) mx(R) := [px(R), x]
4) m′x(R) := [px(R), x′]

where {y, y′} and {x, x′} are respectively the intersection of q with Tpy(R)Q
and Tpx(R)Q.

Now by our interpretation of the thetacharacteristic given in Proposition
2.4.1 we have:

Corollary 2.4.3. Using above notation it holds:

1)
∑d−1

i=1 [xi, x] ∈ |θ(R) + ny(R)|;
2)

∑d−1
i=1 [yi, y] ∈ |θ(R) +mx(R)|.

Moreover by the forgetful morphism fR : C(R)→ HilbQ1 it holds that:

fR([x1, x]) = fR([x2, x]) = ... = fR([xd−1, x]) = [lx],

fR([y1, y]) = fR([y2, y]) = ... = fR([yd−1, y]) = [ly].

Proof. The claim follows by Proposition 2.4.1. �

To ease reading it is useful to sum up the results of this section.

Theorem 2.4.4. The scheme of marked lines of the 4-ple (Q, q,H,R) is
an hyperelliptic curve C(R) which comes equipped with an ineffective theta
characteristic θ(R) given by the incidence relation of lines of Q. The image

M(R) of the forgetful morphism fR : C(R)→ HilbQ1 is contained inside the
smooth quadric Sq which parameterises the lines of Q which intersect q.

The two points [lx], [ly] ∈ HilbQ1 are the support of respectively two points of
M(R) each of them of multiplicity d− 1. The rational map hR : C(R)→ P2

given by the forgetful morphism followed by the projection P3 \ {[lx]} → P2

is the morphism φ|θ(R)+g1
2+mx(R)| : C(R)→ P2 described in Lemma 1.1.2.

Proof. It follows by Proposition 2.3.7, by Proposition 2.3.8 and by Propo-
sition 2.4.1 and its proof. Finally notice that if we take two general line
l, r ⊂ Q then the hyperplane section spanned inside P4 by l and r intersects

q in two points. Hence the last claim is trivial since the subscheme of HilbQ1
given by lines intersecting q is a smooth P1 bundle over q of degree 2 inside

HilbQ1 = P3. �
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Figure 3. The surface Sq

2.5. Smooth 2-dimensional quadrics associated to the scheme of
marked lines. Actually we need to build an identification between the
quadric Sq described in Theorem 2.4.4 and the quadric SC,θ,m,n of Definition

1.3.2, naturally associated to the point [C, θ,m, n] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 . We do it first

in the case where [C, θ,m, n] = [C(R), θ(R),mx(R), ny(R)].
In Theorem 2.4.4 we have considered the 4-ple (Q, q,H,R) and the as-

sociated scheme of marked lines C(R). We have set H ∩ q = {x, y} where
{x} = mx ∩ lx, {y} = ny ∩ ly. We have chosen R ∈ |1, d − 1| and we have
set mx ∩R = {px(R)} and ny ∩R = {py(R)} obtaining two special marked
lines: m(R) := [px(R), x], n(R) := [py(R), y]; see also Remark 2.4.2.

By Theorem 2.4.4 we can define a rational map

ν : |(1, d− 1)| 99K S+,hyp
d−1,2

given by

ν : [R] 7→ ν([R]) = [C(R), θ(R),m(R), n(R)] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 .

By Definition 1.3.2

QC(R),m(R),n(R) := |Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)|∨ × |LW (R)|∨

is the abstract surface naturally associated to the point ν([R]) ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 ac-

cording to its Definition 1.3.2. We also denote by SC(R),m(R),n(R) ⊂ P3
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its projective image. To relate the quadric Sq ⊂ HilbQ1 to the quadric
SC(R),m(R),n(R) we first identify QC(R),m(R),n(R) to an abstract model of Sq.

2.5.1. Abstract definition of Sq. We consider the pencil P(Ann(W )) ⊂ P(V̌ ).
Let ρΛ : Λ→ P(Ann(W )) be the 2-to-1 cover induced by the 2-to-1 cover of
P(V̌ ) branched over the dual quadric Q∨. This means that a point ([Π], ?) ∈
Λ is the datum of [Π] ∈ P(V̌ ) and the class of a ruling of the hyperplane
section Π∩Q = QΠ. Let jΛ : Λ→ Λ be the involution associated to ρΛ : Λ→
P(Ann(W )). Obviously jΛ([Π], ?) = ([Π],−?) where −? is the class of the
other ruling on QΛ; it deserves a definition:

Definition 2.5.1. The automorphism jΛ : Λ → Λ is called exchanger of
rulings.

Our picture comes with two special points z, z′ ∈ Q. Their projective
tangent spaces Πz, Πz′ obviously give two points [Πz], [Πz′ ] ∈ P(Ann(W )).
By constriction [Πz] and [Πz′ ] are the two branched points of ρΛ : Λ →
P(Ann(W )). In the sequel we will consider [Πz], [Πz′ ] ∈ Λ since for these two
points there is no ambiguity regarding the class of rulings to be considered.

Lemma 2.5.2. Let Qq := q × Λ. It holds that the embedding of Qq as a
projective quadrics is Sq. Moreover for the two natural fibrations

πq : Qq → q,

πΛ : Qq → Λ

it holds:

1) for every a ∈ q the fiber π−1
q (a) = RHa parameterises the lines of the

ruling of the tangent hyperplane section to Q at a ∈ q ⊂ Q;
2) for every ([Π], ?) ∈ Λ, π−1

Λ ([Π], ?) parameterises the lines of the ruling ?
(which, obviously, intersect q since q ⊂ Π ∩Q).

Proof. Fix u ∈ q and let l ⊂ Q be a line such that u ∈ l. If TuQ is the
tangent hyperplane section to Q at u we see that l gives the point [l] ∈ Sq.
Let Π := 〈q, l〉 be the hyperplane generated by l and q. Obviously we have
also marked the ruling ? of QΠ := Π ∩Q given by l. Then πΛ([l]) = [Π, ?].

The rest is easy by the definition of Sq and of HilbQ1 . �

2.5.2. Identification of quadrics. To short we denote

QR := |Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)|∨ × |LW (R)|∨, SR := SC(R),θ(R),m(R),n(R).

We are going to identify QR to Qq. By Proposition 2.3.8 we have a mor-
phism fR : C(R) → SR such that M(R) := fR(C(R)) is an element of
(d, d) with two points am(R) and an(R) of multiplicity d − 1 where am(R)

is the image of the unique effective divisor of |θ(R) + n(R)| while an(R) is
the image of the unique effective divisor of |θ(R) + m(R)|. We denote by
〈am(R), fR(m(R))〉 and respectively 〈an(R), n(R)〉 the corresponding fibers of
π1,R : QR → |Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)|∨. By construction the two Weierstrass con-
ics ∆H and ∆H′ gives respectively the two fibers LR, L′R of π2,R : QR →
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|LW (R)|∨ formed respectively by the two pieces w1(R) + ... + wd(R) and

w
′
1(R) + ...+ w

′
d(R) of the partition Pθ(R). We denote by

ΦR : C(R)→ QR

the product morphism, that is ΦR = φLθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)
×φLW (C(R)). We stress

that if JR : C(R) → C(R) is the hyperelliptic involution then we have two
other points m′(R) = JR(m(R)) and n′(R) = JR(n(R)). Finally we think it
helps the reader to remind him that we have the isomorphisms ιR : QR →
SR ⊂ P(H0(C(R), (Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R))

∨ × H0(C(R), (LW (R))∨) = P3, and

ιq : Qq → Sq ⊂ HilbQ1 .

Proposition 2.5.3. Let C(R) be the scheme of marked lines of the 4-ple
(Q, q,H,R). There is a natural identification

IR : QR → Qq(= q × Λ)

such that:

1) the fiber π−1
q (x) = IR(π−1

1,R(π1,R(ι−1
R (am(R))))

2) the fiber π−1
q (y) = IR(π−1

1,R(π1,R(ι−1
R (an(R))))

3) the fiber π−1
Λ [Πz]) = IR(LR)

4) the fiber π−1
Λ [Πz′ ]) = IR(L′R)

5) [lx] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (am(R))))

6) [ly] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (an(R))))

7) [l[px(R),x′]] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (fR(m′(R)))))

8) [l[py(R),y′]] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (fR(n′(R)))))

9) [l[px(R),x]] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (fR(m(R)))))

10) [l[py(R),y]] = ιq(IR(ι−1
R (fR(n(R)))))

Proof. Let [t, a] ∈ C(R) ⊂ R× q be a general marked line. The hyperplane
Π := 〈t,P(W )〉 is such that [Π] ∈ P(Ann(W )). The line l[t,a] identifies only
one of the two rulings of QΠ := Q∩Π. By the same construction we see that
via the hyperelliptic involution j(R) : C(R) → C(R), j(R) : ([t, a]) 7→ [t, a′]
the line l[t,a′] identifies the other ruling ofQΠ. This makes possible to identify

naturally |LW (R)|∨ to Λ. Indeed LW (R) = OC(R)(θ(R) + g1
2) hence the fiber

containing the support of the unique effective divisor of |θ(R) + [t, a]| is the
one passing through [t, a′] and the claim follows by Proposition 2.4.1. By
self-explaining notation we have identified |LW (R)|∨ to Λ in a way such that
it holds the following:

i) π−1
2,R(π2,R(ΦR(m(R))))↔ ([〈P(W ), px(R)〉], [〈px(R), x〉]);

ii) π−1
2,R(π2,R(ΦR(n(R))))↔ ([〈P(W ), py(R)〉], [〈py(R), y〉])

iii) π−1
2,R(π2,R(ΦR(m′(R))))↔ ([〈P(W ), px(R)〉], [〈px(R), x′〉]);

iv) π−1
2,R(π2,R(ΦR(n′(R))))↔ ([〈P(W ), py(R)〉], [〈py(R), y′〉]);

v) LR ↔ Πz

vi) L′R ↔ Πz′
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We consider the embedding ιq : Qq → Sq. We want to stress that by our

identification it holds that the point ι−1
q ([lx]) ∈ π−1

2,R(π2,R(ΦR(n′(R)). Indeed

for the line lx it holds that lx ⊂ 〈P(W ), py(R)〉 since its two points x and
lx ∩ l[py ,y] belong to Π = 〈P(W ), py(R)〉. By construction also the line

〈py(R), y′〉 belongs to Q∩Π, but since lx∩ l[py ,y] 6= ∅ it holds that lx belongs

to the same ruling of Q ∩ Π which contains the line 〈py(R), y′〉. Hence

the point ι−1
q ([lx]) ∈ Sq is a point on π−1

2,R(π2,R(ΦR(n′(R)) and analogously

ι−1
q ([ly]) ∈ π−1

2,R(π2,R(ΦR(m′(R)).

Te quadric QH which contains R has two projections πQHi : QH → P1
QH ,i

,

i = 1, 2. Since R ∈ |(1, d − 1)| the restriction πQH2|R
: R → P1

QH ,2
is an

isomorphism. Now we take the embedding C(R) ⊂ R× q. We consider the
composition of the two elementary transformations centred on [px(R), x] ∈
C(R) and respectively on (the strict transform of ) [py(R), y] ∈ C(R) and

which maintain the fibration πR×qq : R× q → q:
(2.3)

R× q
πR×qR

yy

πR×qq

((

99K QR
πR1

vvvv

πR2

$$
R = P1

QH ,2
q = |Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)|∨ |LW (R)|∨.

Now we show that if a ∈ q and if Ha is the hyperplane section given
by the (projective) tangent space to Q at a then Ha ∩ R consists on d

points, t1(a), ..., td(a) ∈ R such that
∑d

i=1[ti(a), a] ∈ |θ(R) +m(R) + n(R)|.
Indeed this is easy to be checked over the two points x, y ∈ H ∩ q and

this shows that the restriction πR×qq|C(R) : C(R) → q is given by the linear

system |θ(R) + m(R) + n(R)|. This induces a natural identification q =
|Lθ(R)+m(R)+n(R)|∨ and by the previous identification Λ = |LW (R)|∨ the
claims 1), 2), 3), 4), 5), 6) follow. It remains to show that also 7), 8), 9),
10) hold. We only show 7) and 9) since the proof of the other claims are
analogue. First we show 9). Inside Sq the point [l[px(R),x]] is given by π−1

q (x)∩
π−1

Λ ([〈P(W ), px〉], [〈px(R), x〉]). On the other hand we have that the unique
effective divisor inside |θ(R) + m(R) + n(R)| which contains m(R) in its
support is the one given by the unique effective divisor of |θ(R)+n(R)| plus
m(R), which, by Proposition 2.4.1, is given by the marked lines through the
point x. We also have that the unique effective divisor inside |LW (R)| which
contains m(R) is given by the hyperplane section 〈P(W ), px(R)〉 ∩Q where
we consider on it the ruling given by [px(R), x]. Finally we show 7). Inside
Sq the point [l[px,x′]] is given by π−1

q (x)∩π−1
Λ ([〈P(W ), px(R)〉], [〈px(R), x′〉]).

On the other hand we have that the unique effective divisor inside |θ(R) +
m(R) + n(R)| which contains m′(R) is the one given by the marked lines
through the point x′. We also have that the unique effective divisor inside
|LW (R)| which contains m′(R) is given in our interpretation |LW (R)|∨ ↔ Λ
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by the hyperplane section 〈P(W ), px(R)〉 ∩ Q where we consider on it the
ruling given by [px(R), x′]. �

3. The Reconstruction Theorem

3.1. Reconstruction via space singular models. In Lemma 1.2.3 we
have constructed a model M ⊂ P3 of (C, θ,m, n) which shares many common

features with the singular model M(R) ⊂ HilbQ1 constructed in Proposition
2.3.8. Let [H] ∈ P(V ∨) be a general element with respect to (Q, q). We
denoted byMH the open subscheme |(1, d− 1)|oo ⊂ (1, d− 1)| given by the
smooth elements inside QH which satisfy the generality conditions 2.3.2.

We are ready to show the Reconstruction Theorem:

Theorem 3.1.1. The morphism πMH
: MH → S+,hyp

d−1,2 is dominant.

Proof. The proof is divided in four steps.

First Step. Identification of QC,θ,m,n to Qq.

Let [(C, θ,m, n)] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 be a general element. In Corollary 1.3.3 we

have constructed the morphism

Φ: C → QC,θ,m,n = |Lθ+m+n|∨ × |LW |∨

and its image M = Φ(C). We recall that the support of
∑d−1

i=1 ni ∈ |θ+m| is
a point am ∈M of multiplicity d− 1 and analogously the image an ∈M of∑d−1

i=1 mi ∈ |θ+n| is the other point of multiplicity d−1: it is not necessary
here to distinguish between QC and its image inside P3 denoted by SC . On
the contrary it is better to distinguish between Qq = q × Λ and its image

ιq(Qq) = Sq ⊂ HilbQ1 . Let us denote by

πθ,m,n : QC → |Lθ+m+n|∨ and πW : QC → |LW |∨

the two natural projections. We know that Φ(n) ∈ π−1
θ,m,n(πθ,m,n(an)),

Φ(n) 6= an and that the two points πW (an), πW (Φ(n)) ∈ |LW |∨ are also
distinct. The same holds for m and am.

We consider the hyperelliptic involution JC : C → C. It induces an in-
volution jC : |LW |∨ → |LW |∨. It holds that jC(πW (an)) = πW (Φ(m)) and
that jC(πW (am)) = πW (Φ(n)) since Cortollary 1.3.3. Now we consider also
the rulings exchanger jΛ : Λ → Λ; see Definition 2.5.1. By construction
jΛ(πΛ(ι−1

q ([ly]))) = πΛ(ι−1
q ([mx])) and jΛ(πΛ(ι−1

q ([lx]))) = πΛ(ι−1
q ([ny])).

Any two non trivial involution over P1 are conjugate. Then

((|LW |∨, jC), πW (an), πW (am), πW (Φ(m)), πW (Φ(n)))

can be identified to

((Λ, jΛ), πΛ(ι−1
q ([ly])), πΛ(ι−1

q ([lx])), πΛ(ι−1
q ([mx])), πΛ(ι−1

q ([ny]))).

This forces the identification of the set given by the two fixed points of
the rulings exchanger, [Πz], [Πz′ ] to the set given by the fixed points of
jC : |LW |∨ → |LW |∨. Now consider the other projection πθ,m,n : QC →
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|Lθ+m+n|∨ and we can identify πθ,m,n(am) to x and πθ,m,n(an) to y. In other
words we identify (|Lθ+m+n|∨, πθ,m,n(am), πθ,m,n(an)) to (q, x, y). SinceQC =
|Lθ+m+n|∨×|LW |∨ and Qq = q×Λ we have built an identification QC ↔ Qq
such that:

(1) am ↔ ι−1
q ([lx]);

(2) an ↔ ι−1
q ([ly]);

(3) {L,L′} ↔ {π−1
Λ ([Πz]), π

−1
Λ ([Π′z])};

(4) Φ(m)↔ [mx]
(5) Φ(n)↔ [ny]

Second step. Identification of (P3, SC) to (HilbQ1 , Sq). By the First step we
have QC ↔ Qq. Then by the |(1, 1)| linear system on each one of the two

surfaces we can identify P3 to HilbQ1 and respectively QC to Sq.

Third step. Construction of the rational curve [R] ∈M. By Lemma 1.2.3 (6)

and by the above identification of P3 to HilbQ1 , the points f(w1), ..., f(wd) ∈
L and f(w′1), ..., f(w′d) ∈ L′ give d lines l1, ..., ld of TzQ = Πz such that [li] =
f(wi), and respectively d lines l′1, ..., l

′
d of Tz′Q = Πz′ such that [l′j ] = f(w′j),

i, j = 1, ..., d; (we have taken L ↔ π−1
Λ ([Πz]), L

′ ↔ π−1
Λ ([Π′z]), but there is

no problem if it were true the opposite case. Actually the curve C(R) has
not yet been built; here there is no hidden Z/2Z-action).

Then there exist s1, ..., sd ∈ ∆H = QH ∩ TzQ and s′1, ..., s
′
d ∈ ∆H′ =

QH ∩ Tz′Q such that {si} = li ∩H and {s′i} = l′i ∩H.
We claim that there exists a unique R ⊂ QH , R ∈ |(1, d − 1)| such

that s1, ..., sd, s
′
1, ..., s

′
d−1 ∈ R. Indeed consider a curve R ⊂ QH such that

[R] ∈ |(1, d−1)| which passes through 2d−1, say s1, ..., sd, s
′
1, ..., s

′
d−1, among

the 2d points s1, ..., sd, s
′
1, ..., s

′
d of QH . For every other R′ ∈ |(1, d − 1)| it

holds that R ·R′ = 2d−2. Hence R is the unique element of |(1, d−1)| such
that s1, ..., sd, s

′
1, ..., s

′
d−1 ∈ R.

We claim that R is smooth. Indeed since [(C, θ,m, n)] ∈ S+,hyp
d−1,2 is general

the points f(w1), ..., f(wd) are general inside L and the points f(w′1), ..., f(w′d)
are general in L′. This implies that l1, ..., ld are d general lines of the cone
Q∩ TzQ and l′1, ..., l

′
d are d general lines of Q′ ∩ Tz′Q. In particular s1, ..., sd

are d general points of ∆H and s′1, ..., s
′
d−1 are general points of ∆H′ . This

forces R to be smooth otherwise it would be reducible since ρa(R) = 0. But
if R is reducible this contradicts the fact that the above points of ∆H and
respectively of ∆H′ are in general position. (Note that we are not claim-
ing that the couple of the two d-uples ((s1, ..., sd, ), (s

′
1, ..., s

′
d)) is general in

Sd(∆)×Sd(∆′) where Sd(Z) is the symmetric product of a variety Z).

Fourth step: C = C(R). From now on we can identifyQq to Sq. By construc-
tion the images M,M(R) ⊂ Sq pass through the points [lx], [ly], [mx], [ny].
They have a point of multiplicity d− 1 on [lx] and on [ly].

Moreover the line l[px,x′] and the image f(m′) belong to the fiber of
πΛ : Sq → Λ which passes through [ly] and analogously the line l[py ,y′]
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and the image f(n′) belong to π−1
Λ (πΛ([lx])). Now we project π[lx] : P3 \

{[lx]} → P2. It is obvious that the morphism π[lx] ◦ fC,θ,m,n : C → Mθ,m ⊂
P2 is exactly the morphism |ϕθ+m+g1

2 | of Lemma 1.1.2 and that π[lx] ◦
fC(R),θ(R),m(R),n(R) : C(R)→Mθ(R),m(R) ⊂ P2 is exactly the morphism given

by |θ(R)+m(R)+g1
2(R)|. In particular by Lemma 1.1.2Mθ,m andMθ(R),m(R)

are two plane curves of degree d + 1 which have in common the follow-
ing points π[lx]([ny]) π[lx]([mx]), π[lx](fC,θ,m,n(n′)) = π[lx]([l[py ,y′]). Moreover
both have a point of multiplicity d−1 on π[lx]([ly]) and they share also 2d−1
points where they meet tangentially. It holds that

Mθ,m ·Mθ(R),m(R) = (d− 1)2 + 2(2d− 1) + 2 + 1 = (d+ 1)2 + 1.

By Bezout’s Theorem Mθ,m = Mθ(R),m(R). Since the restriction of π[lx] : P3 \
{[lx]} → P2 to Sq \ {[lx]} is birational then M = M(R). By unicity of the
normalisation morphism it holds C = C(R) and fθ,m,n = fθ(R),m(R),n(R).
Then θ = θ(R), m = m(R) and n = n(R). �

Corollary 3.1.2. The moduli space of spin hyperelliptic curves with two
marked points is irreducible and unirational.

Proof. Since MH is an open subscheme of a projective space the claim
follows by Theorem 3.1.1. �

4. The Rationality of S+,hyp
g,2

We need to consider a small group action.

4.1. On the automorphisms of Q. To show our rationality result we need
a Lemma on the automorphism group of Q.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let Q ⊂ P4 be a smooth quadric, let q ⊂ Q be a smooth
conic and let H be a general hyperplane with respect to (Q, q). Then

Aut(Q, q,H) ≡ Z
2Z
× Z

2Z
.

Proof. We denote by V := C5 the 5-dimensional vector space such that
Q ⊂ P(V ). Let U ⊂ V be the 4-dimensional sub-vector space such that
P(U) = H and let W be the 3-dimensional sub-vector space such that P(W )
is the space generated by q. We fix an equation of Q that is: Q = V (bQ).
We consider b : V × V → C the symmetric bilinear form associated to bQ.
Our claim is equivalent to show that

G̃ :=
{g ∈ GL(V ) | ∃µ ∈ C?s.t. g?bQ = µbQ, g(W ) = W, g(U) = U}

{λIdV | λ ∈ C?}

is isomorphich to Z
2Z ×

Z
2Z . By generality assumption the pole pU of Q with

respect to H is not in Q. This means that the subvector space U⊥b ⊂V is
generated by a vector u ∈ V such that bQ(u) = b(u, u) 6= 0. In particular it
holds that
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(4.1) V = U ⊕ U⊥b .

Since q is smooth W ∩W⊥b = {0}. Then

(4.2) V = W ⊕W⊥b

By generality assumptions u 6∈W ∪W⊥b , that is:

(4.3) U⊥b ∩W⊥b = {0}

and

(4.4) U⊥b ∩W = {0}.

Let us fix any g ∈ {g ∈ GL(V ) | ∃µ ∈ C?s.t. g?bQ = µbQ, g(W ) = W, g(U) =
U}. By our construction there exists λg

U⊥
∈ C? such that

g(u) = λg
U⊥
· u,

and there exist a unique u0 ∈ W⊥, and a unique u1 ∈ W , ui 6= 0, i = 0, 1
such that

u = u1 + u0

It holds that g(u1) = λg
U⊥
· u1, g(u0) = λg

U⊥
· u0. Note that by generality

assumption u1, u0 6∈ U . Then bQ(ui) 6= 0

By generality assumption the sub-vector space Z := U ∩W⊥ is of dimen-
sion 1. Then there exists a non-zero vector v1 ∈ Z such that Z is generated
by v1 and bQ(v1) 6= 0. By construction there exists λg1 ∈ C? such that
g(v1) = λg1 · v1. We have shown that

W⊥ = C · u0 ⊕⊥b C · v1.

Indeed u ∈ U⊥b and u1 ∈W hence

0 = b(u, v1) = b(u1, v1) + b(u0, v1) = 0 + b(u0, v1) = 0.

Since v1 ∈ U and bQ(v1, v1) = 1, there exists a 3-dimensional vector space

Ũ such that

U = C · v1 ⊕⊥b Ũ

and by generality assumption W ∩ Ũ is generated by a non zero vector
ũ. By construction there exists λgũ ∈ C? such that g(ũ) = λgũ · ũ. By
construction W1 := C · u1 ⊕ C · ũ is a subvector space of W (and in the
paper P(W1) is the line between the two points x, y obtained by H ∩ q).
By generality b(u1, ũ) 6= 0. Let 〈w〉 ⊂ W be the vector subspace which is
orthogonal to C · u1⊕C · ũ. By construction there exists λgw ∈ C? such that
g(w) = λw ·w. Now we put v0 := u0, v2 := w, v3 := u1, v4 := ũ and we stress
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that B := {v0, v1, v2, v3, v4} is a basis of V . The matrix of g with respect to
B is the following:

[MB(g)] =


λg
U⊥

0 0 0 0
0 λgv1 0 0 0
0 0 λgw 0 0
0 0 0 λg

U⊥
0

0 0 0 0 λgũ

 .
Up to rescaling the vectors of B we can write

bQ(v) = b(u0, u0)x2
0 + x2

1 + x2
2 + b(u1, u1)x2

3 + 2αx3 · x4 + x2
4

where v =
∑4

i=0 xivi. Since [g?bQ] = [bQ] it holds that that for every such g
there exists λg ∈ C? such that:

(λgv1
)2 = (λgw)2 = (λgũ)2 = (λg

U⊥
)2 = λg

U⊥
· λgũ = λg

In particular λg
U⊥

= λũ. Since in the projective space we can work up to ±λ
the claim follows. �

Lemma 4.1.2. The representation ρH : G̃→ G ⊂ Aut(QH) is faithful.

Proof. We use the basis B constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.1.1. We
know that the pole of H is the point [1 : 0 : 0 : 1 : 0]. Then

H := (b0x0 + b1x3 + αx4 = 0),

where we have set b0 := b(v0, v0) 6= 0 and b1 = b(v3, v3) 6= 0 and by generality
assumptions b0 6= ∓b1.

The group G̃ is represented inside PGL(5,C) as

〈Id,


1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

 ,


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1

 ,


1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

〉.
We can take coordinates x1, x2, x3, x4 on H. The claim now follows by a
trivial computation. �

Remark 4.1.3. Using notation of the proof of Lemma 4.1.1 and of Lemma
4.1.2 we know that H = (b0x0 + b1x3 +αx4 = 0) and letting x0 := − b1x3+x4

b0
we can write

QH := (x2
1 + x2

2 + b1(1 +
b1
b0

)x2
3 + 2α(1 +

b1
b0

)x3x4 + (1 +
α2

b0
)x2

4 = 0).

Since P(W ) = (x0 = x1 = 0) we also have that

q := (x2
2 + b1x

2
3 + 2αx3 · x4 + x2

4 = 0)
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and P(Ann(W )) is the pencil µ0 · x0 + µ1 · x1 where [µ0 : µ1] ∈ P1
C. We also

have that Πz = (x1 + i
√
b0x0 = 0), Πz′ = (x1 − i

√
b0x0 = 0) and that:

z :=


1

−i
√
b0

0
0
0

 , z′ :=


1
i
√
b0

0
0
0

 , x :=


0
0
β
1

− b1
α

 , y :=


0
0
−β
1

− b1
α

 ,
where β =

√
b1( b1α − 1)

Remark 4.1.4. By a trivial coordinate change on H we can assume that
QH = y0y1 − y2y3 and that if φH : P1

[t0:t1] × P1
[s0:s1] → QH is the Segre

embedding then x is the image of ([1 : 0], [1 : 0]), y is the image of ([0 :
1], [0 : 1]) and the group G inside Aut(P1

[t0:t1] × P1
[s0:s1]) is generated by

g, h ∈ Aut(P1
[t0:t1] × P1

[s0:s1]) where

([t0 : t1], [s0 : s1])
g→ ([t0 : −t1], [s0 : −s1])

([t0 : t1], [s0 : s1])
h→ ([s1 : s0], [t1 : t0])

Proof. It is easy by Remark 4.1.3. �

4.2. The action on |(1, d−1)|. By Remark 4.1.4 we see that the subgroup
of G which does not exchange the rulings is

G′ := 〈g〉.

We recall that we have denoted byMH the open subscheme |(1, d− 1)|oo ⊂
(1, d− 1)| given by the smooth elements inside QH which satisfy the gener-
ality conditions 2.3.2. We need to compute the action of the group G′ on
MH .

Lemma 4.2.1. Let P2r+1 := P(H0(QH ,OQH (l1 + rl2))∨) where li is the

fiber of the natural projection πHi : QH → P1, i = 1, 2. Then P2r+1//G′ is a
rational variety.

Proof. For any σ ∈ H0(QH ,OQH (l1+rl2)) there exists unique a0, ..., ar; b0, ...br ∈
C such that

σ = t0 ·
r∑
i=0

ais
i
0s
r−i
1 + t1 ·

r∑
i=0

bis
i
0s
r−i
1

The induced action of g on [a0 : a1 :, ..., : ar : b0 : b1 : ..., : br] ∈ P2r+1 is
given as follows: a0 a1 ... ar b0 b1 ... br

↓ ↓ ... ↓ ↓ ↓ ... ↓
(−1)ra0 (−1)r−1a1 ... ar (−1)r+1b0 (−1)rb1 ... −br


since Remark 4.1.4. Then the quotient variety is a cone over a Veronese
embedding of Pr. In particular it is a rational variety. �
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Corollary 4.2.2. MH//G
′ is a rational variety of dimension 2d− 1.

Proof. Trivial by Lemma 4.2.1.
�

4.3. The injectivity result. In Theorem 3.1.1 we have shown that he

morphism πMH
: MH → S+,hyp

d−1,2 is dominant. By construction we see that

it induces a morphism

π : MH//G
′ → S+,hyp

d−1,2 .

Now to finish we need to show that the above morphism is injective. We need
to make explicit the generality conditions on H. We denote by PolQ([H])
the pole of H with respect to Q. Using the notation of the proof of Lemma
4.1.1 we can write: PolQ([H]) = 〈u〉.

Generality Conditions 4.3.1. We use the notation of Lemma 4.1.1. From
now on [H] ∈ P(V ∨) satisfies the following generality contitions:

(1) [H] 6∈ Q̌;
(2) [H] 6∈ P(Ann(W ));
(3) PolQ([H]) 6∈ P(W );

(4) PolQ([H]) 6∈ P(W⊥);

(5) {〈v1〉} = P(U) ∩ P(W⊥);

(6) P(Ũ) ∩ P(W ) = {〈v2〉} where U = 〈v1〉 ⊕⊥b Ũ ;
(7) The points z, z′, x, y, 〈v2〉 ∈ P(V ) are in general position.

Now we can show the Injectivity Theorem:

Theorem 4.3.2. Let [H] ∈ P(V ∨) be a point satisfying the generality condi-
tions of Remark 4.3.1. LetM be the open subscheme |(1, d−1)|oo ⊂ (1, d−1)|
given by the smooth elements inside QH which satisfy the generality condi-

tions 2.3.2. Then the morphism π : M//G′ → S+,hyp
d−1,2 is generically injective.

Proof. Let [R1] ∈ M be a general element. Assume that there exists an
R2 such that πM([R1]) = πM([R2]). This means that there exists an auto-
morphism χ : C(R1) → C(R2) such that χ?(θ(R2)) = θ(R1), χ?(m(R2)) =
m(R1), χ?(n(R2)) = n(R1). In particular for the partitions giving the
thetacharacteristic it holds that χ?Pθ(R2) = Pθ(R1). By Theorem 3.1.1 C(R1)
is a general hyperelliptic curve and the general hyperelliptic curve has only
one non trivial automorphism. Snce m(R1) + n(R1) is not the hyperelliptic
linear system χ is unique.

We recall that Q(Ri) = |Lθ(Ri)+m(R1)+n(Ri)|∨ × |LW (Ri)|∨), i = 1, 2 and
that Qq = q × Λ. Then there is an isomorphism given by the obvious
isomorphism on each factor; we still denote it by χ : QR1 → QR2 . By the
construction of C(R1) and of C(R2) as schemes of marked lines and by
Proposition 2.5.3 it induces an automorphism χq×Λ : Qq → Qq where χq×Λ =
IR2 ◦χ ◦ (IR1)−1. We denote by χ : Sq → Sq the induced automorphism and
we have that the following diagram is commutative:
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(4.5) C(R2)
ΦR2 // QR2

IR2 // Qq // Sq

C(R1)
ΦR1 //

χ

OO

QR1

IR1 //

χ

OO

Qq

χq×Λ

OO

// Sq,

χ

OO

We definitely have: χ([lx]) = [lx], χ([ly]) = [ly]. We can set L := π−1
Λ (Πz),

L′ := π−1
Λ (Π′z) and it holds that χq×Λ(L) = L and χq×Λ(L′) = L′ since

Proposition 2.5.3. We claim that χq×Λ = χq × IdΛ. Indeed by Proposi-
tion 2.5.3 the four points [lx], [ly], [mx] and [ny] are fix points of χq×Λ.
Moreover their πΛ-images are four distinct points of Λ and they are fixed
by the induced automorphism. This implies the claim. Now we study the
automorphism χq : q → q. By its construction we know that if t ∈ R1 and
[t, α], [t, α′] ∈ C(R1) then there esists s ∈ R2 such that [s, χq(α)], [s, χ(α′)] ∈
C(R2). Moreover thank to the two identifications IR1 and IR2 we actually
know that if Π is the hyperplane section 〈P(W ), t〉 then l[t,α], l[t,α′] are two
lines inside QΠ = Q ∩ Π. Obviously they belong to distinct rulings of QΠ

since they meet on t. The same holds for l[s,χq(α)], l[s,χ(α′)]. Set theoretically

we have defined a map R1 3 t
φ7→ s ∈ R2. The same trick enable us to define

a map φ : Q→ Q. Indeed let p ∈ Q and let α(p), α′(p) ∈ q be the two points
of intersection between q and TpQ. We define as above Π := 〈P(W ), p〉.
Obviously the two lines 〈p, α(p)〉, 〈p, α′(p)〉 belongs to distinct rulings of
QΠ. Now consider the two points χq(α(p)), χq(α

′(p)) ∈ q and consider the
two lines l, l′ ⊂ QΠ such that χq(α(p)) ∈ l, χq(α′(p)) ∈ l′ and such that l
belongs to the same ruling of 〈p, α(p)〉, while l′ belongs to the same ruling
of 〈p, α′(p)〉. We define φ(p) to be the unique intersection point of l and
l′. By definition φ : Q → Q and it extends φ : R1 → R2. By construction
φ : Q → Q sends lines to lines. Then φ ∈ Aut(Q, q,H). By the proof of
Lemma 4.1.1 and by its construction we see that it fixes the points z, z′ and
φ(lx) = lx, φ(ly) = ly. Then φ|QH ∈ G

′. This shows the claim. �

4.4. The rationality result. Finally we can put together our previous
results to show:

Theorem 4.4.1. S+,hyp
g,2 is a rational variety.

Proof. It follows straightly by the Reconstruction Theorem 3.1.1, by Theo-
rem 4.3.2 and by Corollary 4.2.2. �
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